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ClimbStation is an attractive climbing wall equi pment that 

makes the sport of climbing fun and available to many 

locations. ClimbStation is easy-to-use and has TEN pre-set 

difficulty levels which can be customized to match the 

client base. The rotating climbing wall is a perfect 

functional full-body workout and fun activity. Also 

ClimbStation is available in multi ple variants.

PERSONALIZED PREMIUM 
FITNESS EXPERIENCE
 FOR BETTER HEALTH & FUN



UNIQUE     FEATURES 

Using the climber & weight to create rotating movement increases 
safety as the wall will always stop when no one is climbing.

ClimbStation K.E.R.S makes it possible to have a safe
automatic start feature without pressing a single button. The wall 
detects the climber´s weight and starts the program owner has 
chosen as default.

ClimbStation adjusts its speed according to the speed of the climber. The 
system will find the right speed for both lightweight and heavier climber. 
With a 40% increase, the new ClimbStation now rolls a top speed of 25 
meters per minute.

nergy savings
The ClimbStation K.E.R.S works with low 24V / 2A energy
input, compared to previous 230V / 10 A. This gives massive energy 
savings (more than 90% compared to 1st. generation logic panel and 
engine driven version).

ultiple Pre-set programs
Beginner / Warm-up / Easy / Endurance / Strength
/ Power / Athlete / Pro Athlete / Superhuman / Conqueror / 
Manual

utomatic start

daptive speed control and new top speed
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estore function
The wall can be set to automatically return back to your 
preferred setting. This enables easy starting position for the 
next person to go. Together with the automatic start feature 
you may enjoy climbing without a press of a button.

limb data
As an owner you are able to control and limit the wall usage.

ide range of challenge
With the help of two powerful linear actuators the wall 
smoothly tilts between +15° to -45° degree negative and 
provides plenty of challenge even for the most demanding 
and skilled climbers.

peed climbing
With a maximum speed of 25 meters per minute the wall 
can be used for speed training for experienced climbers. 
Monitor results: Speed, distance, time, current angle, 
difficulty level and calorie consumption.

nlimited climbing
User can choose to proceed “to next exercise, “repeat, 
random” or “manual” and the wall will proceed to select-
ed mode after one terrain is climbed. Climbing will contin-
ue as long as you do. Between the change of terrain the 
wall will slow down for a few seconds to give you an 
indicate. You may edit one terrain to be a maximum 100 
meters long.

errain editor
10 pre-set difficulty levels which can be edited to match your
client base liking.
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Efficiency in training and       

performance 

Always in ready-to-use 

condition

Low operating cost and staff 

partici pation
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Entertain both users and 

spectators

Climb with the freedom of

no ropes and harnesses

Monitor your results and 

compete with friends

Mobile and plenty of potential 

locations where to use it

For all ages and skill levels

Branding and advertising 

possibilities.

APSG Engineering Pvt Ltd is a Bangalore, INDIA based 

organization focused on Engineering solutions, Consulting, 

Product development & Products distribution. The core 

goal of APSG is to focus on advanced engineering and 

innovation and help itself and it’s customers to generate 

revolutionary products and solutions. APSG is the 

authorised exclusive distributor & business partner for a 

Finland based “ClimbStation’, a brand new fitness 

concept called “Moving Wall” or “Rotating Wall” for 

southern part of India Viz. Karnataka, Kerala, Tamilnadu, 

Andhra Pradesh & Telengana.

At APSG, our team makes sure that our customers will 

always receive unique experience on ClimbStation right 

from installation & operation.

Niju Nair @ +91-7306209304,  Karthik @ +91-9916132105
madhavan.nair@apsgengineering.com, karthik.shankaran@apsgengineering.in

APSG Engineering Private Limited, Regus Supreme Building (Jayanagar), 44/1, 1st & 2nd Floor, 

16th cross, Jayanagar 7th block (west), KR Road, Bangalore – 560070. INDIA


